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PURE PERVERSIONS PUMPED INTO OUR SCHOOLS
What the hell is wrong with this country? If there is to be an outrage, apart from how Liberal and
immoral New Zealand has become, it’s this concoction of pure perversions pumped into our
schools on our kids. The latest relationship and sexuality guidelines released by the Education
Ministry for primary and high school students is an appalling read.
It’s also disgusting seeing a senior cabinet minister from New Zealand First, Tracey Martin,
promoting this with gusto and enthusiasm. Of course, the Education Department can only allow
this if politicians give permission. Yet again this is just a reflection of this Liberal Left parliament
that needs a total clean out.
Teachers are now taking the role of the parents in sex education (if you can even call it that)
which is another trait of this socialist system well underway in our schools. Schools’ sexual
guidance includes implementing unisex toilets, not separating class activities based on “boys”
and “girls”, teaching through porn, and gender-neutral uniform options.
On top of all this a so called ‘sex expert’ says we must learn from the children’s ever-changing
sexual needs and developments. The big rainbow image in the back ground of Tracey Martin’s
presentation on these new guidelines clearly shows our education system is heavily influenced
by the LGBTQI Community and a crook government.
Parents must surely be disturbed by this report that is actually happening now in New Zealand
schools. It’s not even about morality only…it’s about the state now raising our children. Unless
every caring parent doesn’t speak up through their vote this election, we may well see a
socialist Venezuela happen in this country too. Check out what happened in Venezuela for
yourself to see the disaster that has created.
The time to act is now!
Additional Information:
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/consent-gender-inclusivity-and-porn-included-inrevised-sex-education-guidelines-nz?fbclid=IwAR2gl7nRMlr7Uj2TS5cgT2ZfMNKENsRfNfXLHel1ceAj3qbquB134qoFvc

